
 
 

Sauce Competition 

 

When entering a sauce consider the audience. While extreme hot competitions 
are popular, this contest is about tastes and appealing to judges and the 
general attendees also tasting. 

The rules are simple. 

Judges Entry 

Contestants will enter 1 pint of a non-commercial, personal made sauce for 
blind tasting by the judges. 

One approved non-marked container will be given per team entering a sauce 
from the host. The container should be filled with prepared sauce. When the 
container is turned in, the container will be assigned a number for anonymity  
however, the judges will not see any numbers matched with team names. 

1. The BBQ sauce must be homemade. 

2. The BBQ sauce may be pre-made in advance, or the day of. It may be fresh 
or cooked. 

3. The BBQ sauce may be of any kind or texture (i.e. mustard, vinegar, tomato, 
thin, chunky, etc.) 

4. Salsas and hot sauces are not permitted - it must be BBQ sauce. 

Turn in for sauces is 5:30PM. There will be a 5 minute window on either side of the 
time for turn in. 

Judging will be based on Appearance, Aroma and Taste 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

People’s Choice 

Contestants will enter 1 quart of a non-commercial, personal made sauce for 
blind tasting by the judges. 

One approved non-marked container will be given per team entering a sauce 
from the host. The container should be filled with prepared sauce. When the 
container is turned in, the container will be assigned a number for anonymity. 

1. The BBQ sauce must be homemade. 

2. The BBQ sauce may be pre-made in advance, or the day of. It may be fresh 
or cooked. 

3. The BBQ sauce may be of any kind or texture (i.e. mustard, vinegar, tomato, 
thin, chunky, etc.) 

4. Salsas and hot sauces are not permitted - it must be BBQ sauce. 

Turn in for sauces is 5:30PM. There will be a 5 minute window on either side of the 
time for turn in. 

Judging will be based on Appearance, Aroma and Taste by the attendees 
during a blind tasting test. The attendees will have tickets to vote for the sauce 
they like best. A ballot collection box will be placed in front of each sauce for 
attendees to vote. 

At the designated time, the judging tent will be open to ticket holders to come 
in and sample and judge the sauce. Each person will be given a ticket to drop 
in the voting box of their favorite sauce after sampling. The boxes will be 
collected at a designated time and tallied for scoring. The box with the most 
tickets will be the winner of people’s choice. 


